
Curriculum Plan
Department/subject: ADT - YEAR 9 Graphics
Our Vision: We take opportunities and aspire to excellence
Our Intent:

● All students will experience a curriculum richness, breadth and depth
● The curriculum equips every student with the knowledge and skills for the future in our local area and beyond
● The curriculum builds on prior knowledge and creates a ‘web of knowledge’
● Gaps in knowledge and skills are identified and addressed quickly

Year 9 - Application of Design: Students explore the key characteristics of designers' work & apply it to a product/design.

15 weeks - Exploring the application of design - Research & Response to
Yinka Ilori

5 weeks - Commercial Graphics - Working to a brief

Knowledge to be
taught

- Students are introduced to designer Yinka Ilori & learn how to

use his work as inspiration for creating own outcomes

- Students explore the basics of creating own composition through

shape & colour using digital processes on Photoshop

- Literacy: Subject specific terms, tools & processes used

- Concepts: Shape, Colour, Pattern, Composition

- Digital: Developing Photoshop skills - Crop tool, Free Transform

tool(re-sizing), Magic Wand tool, Using Layers, Colour sampling,

colour combinations, marquee tools, Hue & saturation

- Putting designs in context- applying to a product

- Students summarise learning from Yinka Ilori focus

- Students create a response to a brief: Research, Analysis,

identifying characteristics/use of key elements, experimentation

of image and text & product

- Sketchbook, 2D preparatory designs & final outcome.

- Literacy: Briefs and Specifications, key elements

- Concepts: Responding, Image, Typography, Planning, Process,

Product

- Digital: building on Photoshop skills

- Putting designs in context- applying to a product or purpose

Links to prior
knowledge

- Graphics – Builds on exploration of the key design

elements/vocabulary used in Yr.8 – knowledge and practical skills

learnt, including photoshop

- specifically: composition, scale, colour & balance of a design

- Graphics - Builds on exploration of Yinka Ilori, echoing process

from previous term

- Adopting designers techniques & methods

- Graphics - Application of practical and conceptual



What knowledge
is assessed

- Literacy and subject specific vocabulary –key elements/associated

tools

- Research - Analysis of designer Yinka Ilori’s work (facts & opinions)

- Record - Conceptual knowledge of key elements of Graphic Design

through practical application - composition, shape, colour, playing

card design

- Experiment - Analogue and Digital (PhotoShop) skills through

practical application

- Literacy and subject specific vocabulary – Analysing, deconstructing

a brief

- Research - making personal choices (preparation for GCSE) Analysis

of designers’ work (facts, opinions, responses)

- Experiment/Record - individual choice of techniques- digital &

hand generated

- Present - responding to brief & applying to a product/design,

linking to chosen designer

- Conceptual knowledge of key elements of Graphic design through

practical application - composition, image, typography

- Analogue and Digital (PhotoShop) skills through practical

application

How gaps will be
addressed

- Directed questioning, whole class discussion used to assess

students’ understanding and addressing misconceptions

- Verbal feedback and support given by teachers throughout

lessons

- Paired discussion allows students to work together to develop

their understanding

- Careful tracking of homework

- Homework allows for consolidation of key concepts and research

practice

- Time allocated for recapping and consolidating knowledge

- Specific Photoshop skills lessons.

- Directed questioning, whole class discussion used to assess

students’ understanding and addressing misconceptions

- Verbal feedback and support given by teachers throughout

lessons

- Paired discussion allows students to work together to develop

their understanding

- Careful tracking of homework

- Homework allows for consolidation of key concepts and research

practice

- Time allocated for recapping and consolidating knowledge

Cultural capital
lessons

- Cultural -Reference to diverse designers and using real world

examples of design from across the globe.

- Moral Issues - communication, design in the community

- Design in context - across multiple products & platforms

- Cultural - Reference to designers and using real world examples

from across the globe.

- Moral Issues - persuasion and advertising (individual product or

purpose)

- Careers



Key Words - Shape, Colour, Composition, Colour sampling, Merging, Crop,

Layers, Marquee tool, Key Elements, Hue & Saturation, Brand,

Logo

- Brief, (Specification), Identity, Exhibition Graphics, Promote,

Typography, Product, Brand, Logo, Analyse, Mind-map, Plan


